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E d i t o r ’s N o t e
United In Love
Although compiling stories for our monthly newsletters was turning out to be a ritual, putting together
this month’s issue took me through the leaps of
time, the fissures of faded memories, and the collision of voices jostling to be heard. We invited Toastmaster couples from across our district to share their
proud couple moments for our print cover based on
Love. And with every picture we added to the collage, we seemed to be in constant conversation with
their story of togetherness. Stories that united us in
love. Stories that united us as a District.
Just like how love messes with our mind, and leaves
our lives irrevocably changed, so does the stage for
every speaker. Every contest expedites our journey
as a Toastmaster. In hopes of sharing a story, we end
up finding our own voice. In hopes of leaving the
audience on an edge, words do things that reveal
our own lives in ways unknown. In hopes of presenting a beautiful portrait of our experiences, we gawk
at the full-spectrum of our life’s functioning.
With so much ongoing with just a single speech, we
can be sure of being in perennial love as we constantly make incisive dissections of our life’s journey.
We have contests, renewals, greetings, and unforgettable memories waiting to be unlocked this
month. What we also have are the endless efforts
being put together by our fellow members in preparing themselves and preparing the big stage.
In this month’s issue, we show you the stories of love
that unite each of us in our journey of communication and leadership. But what has more importantly
found its way onto these pages is a record of the
personal, interior journeys—that have touched and
shaped the lives of many. From the first-hand account of a prison visit to the joy of receiving an
email notification, we have tried to bring to you
honest experiences of love, change, inspiration, and
gratitude. We are also happy to receive the opportunity of sharing a word with an extraordinary changemaker who chose to reveal the invisible identities
through the power of his camera.

Pooja Vijay Kumar
Our featured write-up this month comes from a
leader, who describes how we can love our community some more. And do not miss the winners who
conquered us with their definitions of love in the
monthly contest.
We hope that you experience the same joy as we did
in capturing these stories of love. Do drop in your
feedback and articles to our team by writing to editor@d98tm.in.
Happy reading!

Pooja Vijay Kumar
Editor, Communicate 98
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Celebrating the Milestones
February 11, Pune

50th Meet
Camp Systems
Toastmasters Club
February 13, Hyderabad

February 10, Pune

150th Meet, TCS Maitree Toastmasters Club, Pune
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Chief Brief

Friends and fellow toastmasters,
We, as toastmasters, applaud for everything. Why do
we do that? Would you consider that we do that because we love? Applause is a combination of an act
and a feeling, just like love. It is unique and universal,
just like love. It is both a conception and a composition, just like love.
Similarly, consider how else everything that you do, as
a toastmaster, is a manifestation of love. Your prepared speech, for example, is a conception. It is conceived as an idea before we make it happen. Your
theme for the meeting starts as an idea. Your presentation as the Toastmaster of the Day at your club
meetings originates as an idea.
Likewise, the aRISE - Right Way Recognition Program
was also just an idea. An idea that was conceived at its
heart with the fact that it will positively influence fellow members. The objective of the program was to
uplift the values of Toastmasters International in our
day-to-day actions. An underlying current ran through
the idea and that was to add value to people around
us. That current was meant for us to take care of our
fellow members, it was a reminder for us to do something for people who matter to us. People whom we
conceive to be an integral part of our progress. Conception of the Right Way Recognition Program or any
other idea, thus, comes from the deep-rooted feeling
of love.

Chandra Shekar (CSK), DTM
District Director, District 98
nominating a fellow toastmaster and so on. If you
look at the force playing between these components,
you will realize love is the holding force.
The system reflects the feeling of love through every
aspect because it recognizes that this program has
been conceptualized for the member. Yes, there is a
system, there is a process, there are steps, but the
member is the chief component. So, when I talk about
love in terms of its conception and composition, I
mean love exists in co-existence.
Friends, I propose to you to look at the aRISE - Right
Way Recognition Program as love. It is as unique to
you as it is to your fellow toastmaster and it is as universal to you as it is to every toastmaster. Look at this
program which has been conceived and composed for
you and take a step toward fulfilling your part in it.
This is your opportunity to extend and express your
love to your fellow toastmasters. This moment now is
ideal.

In continuation, let’s talk about how every idea comprises of certain elements and how those elements act Signing off and thanking you!
in different ways when they are put together as a
combination. The composition of the Right Way Rec- Chandrashekar DP
ognition Program involves a series of steps which pri- Your District Director
marily include understanding the program outline,
setting up of the Values Nomination Committee,
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A To a s t m a s t e r S p e a k s
My Strength, My Power, My Love
I belong to a community club. On a typical Sunday
morning, I wake up eagerly looking forward to the day—
the day when our club meets. There is an extra zing in
my song, a little more hop in my step, and lot more
warmth in my heart. I make sure breakfast and lunch are
ready before I step out into the Toastmasters world. The
next few hours are mine. I love every teeny-weeny bit of
the meeting. I speak, I listen, I lead, and come back
home, satiated, having gotten my weekly dose of praise
and feedback.
This has been the story-line since February 2013.
Prathima Madireddy

Happiness, isn’t it?
This piece of writing is to acknowledge those people
who have made my journey in Toastmasters, smooth and
successful. I have been able to contribute immensely and
generously because of them. I have been able to travel
to conferences and was allowed to immerse myself in
Toastmasters work, because of them.
My family.
From the shallow end to the deep end – when I joined
Toastmasters in 2013, I told my husband, it’s just four,
one-hour engagements in a month. 4 hours out of 30
days seemed “soooo leeetle”. Over the next few months
and then over a year, the amount of time I started
spending on Toastmasters increased. I had moved from
the shallow end of the pool and was now comfortable
drifting my feet away from the floor of the pool. In terms
of time, learning and exposure, I was giving more and
getting more.
Did I feel guilty about leaving my 10-year old on the
only holiday she got to spend with me? Yes? You bet I
did! Did my family make me feel guilty at times for stealing “their” time? Yes! You bet they did!

in - law’s interpretation of Toastmasters is that I won’t
be home that day (simple isn’t it?). Akshara, my daughter, took it to the next level by helping me practice my
contest speeches by playing the timer!
It took time to get their buy-in. It took time to for them
to understand how it is helping me grow.
In three years, I took on club leadership roles and District leadership roles. I attended many events. I also
missed many events where family had to come first. But
the ones I attended, I did because I had their buy in.
I cannot imagine doing all that I did, without their support and their backing.
Thank you Chakri, Amma, and Akshara!
By Prathima Madireddy
Division Director, Division F

It is here I want to put three people on the center stage.
My husband, my mother-in-law, and my daughter. They
dealt with my repeated absence graciously. My husband
now sends videos of good speeches to me. My mother-
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Club Love
It All Starts With A Love Email
November 26, 17:30

September 13, 15:30
1 New Email

A CLUB HAS A NAME – A CLUB IS CHARTERED

Form Notifications (a Google Forms add-on) has detected a response in the form titled Toastmasters
New Club - Enquiry Form.
As soon as we received this email, the Division E, F
and H Club Extension Team got to work.
After all, one more form entry meant one more lead,
and one more opportunity to spread the reach and
love of an organization we all believe and find value
in.
When we joined the team, our Division Directors
warned us in a true Coldplay style –
“Nobody said it would be easy” – Buoy, we so get
that now.
Each lead brings in new challenges but at the same
time it also brings an opportunity—an opportunity to
take ownership of a task, express ourselves, articulate
in front of senior management, consolidate role players to conduct a demo meet, and of course get a new
club chartered.

The chartering of a club takes away the pain of the
entire process when you had to run after people to
take up roles of demo meet, answer innumerable
queries of management and HRs, and scroll through
never ending email-chains.
So, you think your job is over?
No, my friend it has just begun—because now
comes the task of making the club self-sustaining.
This happens by assigning two mentors to the new
club and forming the coveted Executive Council. Officers Training Program and Education Sessions become the order of the day.
Six months later, after closely monitoring the progress of the club –
May 26, 17:30
The club with a name has now become DISTINGUISHED.

What are the benefits?

And, now you can proudly say you have converted a
lead which is epitome of satisfaction and accomplishment for a CET Member.

What is the cost involved?

By Club Extension Team

What is Toastmasters?

Divisions E, F, and H

Where has it worked?

(Ankita Khandelwal, Anutosh Ghosh, Prasoon
Kochhar, and Prudvi Nath)

Where has it not worked?
If you wake up a CET member in the middle of a
night and ask these questions – I bet they will answer
all of them in a jiffy.
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G o a l Po s t : S k e t c h Yo u r S p e e c h
Gerald Ong, ACG, ALB, is Division D Public Relations Manager for District 80,
Singapore.
An influential expert in the area of Table Topics, Gerald is known to be a keeper of
vast wealth of contest questions compiled over the years. However, he is widely
known for his wildcat test speeches during an Evaluation Contest and wicked table
topic titles. He spent five years as a Salesperson in various industries, System Integration, Science Laboratory Equipment and Financial Planning. Currently, he is the Managing Director (Myanmar Division), East Gardens Holdings. With division and district
contests around the corner, Gerald offers tips on how to seal your win with a KISS.

Speech Structures are generally quite important. I have
conducted many observations on the field and personally experimented on my own. I recommend confining
the length of both, the introduction and conclusion, of a
speech to 30 seconds each, respectively. Following
which, your speech body should have at least 2 to 3 stories of about 1-1.5 minutes each to cover the effective 7
minutes speaking time allocated.

Gerald Ong

also continue to add on transitions by making sure that
it flows smoothly from one story to another story. However, it is highly important to note that the pause filler is
the number 2 killer in all speeches. Research and observations have shown that the average pause filler can last
up to 10 seconds, depending on its nature and the vocal
rate of the speaker.

Other Elements to Consider for Crafting Excellent
If your speech duration is longer, all you need is to scale Speech Content
the speech body accordingly.
There are many other elements to consider in crafting
Identifying a Speech Title
excellent speech content. Allow me to cover with some
The ‘KISS’ approach always work best. KISS stands for depth individually.
‘Keep it Short & Sweet’. Generally, when I personally design table topics questions for the contest, I have to 1)
Speech Value: What is your main purpose of
keep the speech title to a maximum length of 15 words. your speech? Ultimately, what do you want your audiThis is usually quite effective for the audience to remem- ence to take home with?
ber my ‘catchy’ title.
2)
Language Usage: Incorporate many triads, doubles, oxymoron to enhance the impact of your speech to
There are many ways to finding speech titles:
catch the audience by surprise.
1)
Newspapers
3)
Body Language: Keep it natural and portray it
2)
Magazines
with clear meaning to compliment your voice and ac3)
Televisions – i.e. Documentaries and Science Fic- tions. Body Language typically weighs higher than the
tion
rest.
4)
Social Media Sites
4)
Vocal Variety: Comfortable Listening Speed to
the audience with inflection, pitch variation, tone variaEffective Ways of Incorporating Transitions in the tion to create different scenes and emotions to make the
Speeches
audience cry to listen to your speech.
For every speech to be very effective, you have to incor- 5)
Humor: Tickle the audience at some points of
porate transitions into your speeches. Transitions make your speech to reinforce your message.
the Speech flow smoothly with rhythm and pace.
6)
Visual Aids: Demonstrate your point strongly to
draw connection to your speech.
You can incorporate transitions into your speeches by 7)
Inspiration: It’s all about stories that inspire othadding transitional words and phrases to ease into the ers to take action.
mood of the speech to be felt by the audience. You can
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Theme Rhyme
Beneath The Sparkling Stars
Sitting beneath the sparkling stars,
She recollects her memories sweet and sour.
Some were beautiful whose remains she preserved in
images, papers, and a jar
While some were preposterous and bizarre,
That haunts her morning till the dark.

Ritika Pandey
These nightmares of past horror have left her in agony She is standing on the divergence
and subverted her desire.
She clamours to be heard but her voice lacks the fire.
She collects the remains of her vandalizations,

Will her past grant her the countenance?
To fearlessly take her stance,

To fill her life with love, laugh, and romance.
Of her strength, her desire, her feelings, and her aspirations.
She turns back to see her Yesterday,
She is diligent in accepting her Today,
Her teary eyes defined the melancholy strain of her
grief,
She is assiduous in choosing the right way,
Her solitude is her only companion she started to live Amidst the cupid and devil’s fray,
with this belief.
But she forgot that every cloud has a silver lining,
One day even she shall meet her Prince Charming.

Devil’s gets defeated and beneath the cupid he lay.
Holding his hand, she promised together forever
they shall stay

Now, dark night has passed away and a new ray of
hope rises,
His enchanting love wipes her past scars,
Dawn is intriguing her to forget her past crisis.

And forever together they sit beneath the sparkling
stars.

She wants to believe that he is the pioneer of her new
life,
By Ritika Pandey
Accenture Hyderabad Toastmasters Club, HyBut she lacks the mettle to be his sweetheart, his wife.
derabad
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Tr a c k e d

Sugandh

Taskeen

Tracking The Lives Of A Couple Whose Match Was Made At Toastmasters:
Taskeen and Sugandh Rakha
Q. How did the magic begin?
A. Sugandh: I was barely a three or four month old Toastmaster. In 2010, I
attended a meeting at Vision Toastmasters Club, who met at the Hyderabad Toastmasters Club (HTM) venue (owing to some last minute venue
back-out), and coincidentally HTM's venue was a gym. It was a potluckthemed meeting, and Taskeen and I had attended it with our respective
parents. Now when I come to think of it, that meeting was a manifestation
of things that were an integral part of our then-future, now-present.

Taskeen: I wish he would be more prepared.
Sugandh: I wish she was more impromptu.
3. What are your relationship goals?
A. Our relationship goal is to remain married. To each other.

Q. What areas of improvement do you’ll offer each other as Toastmasters?
A. In a Toastmasters meeting, we compete to win and whoever wins the
Q What was the striking quality that caught your attention first about ribbon, laughs at the other but eventually the ribbon hangs on the same
each other?
refrigerator, so it doesn't matter. And at the end of every meet, we
A. Nothing actually. We were regular Toastmasters. Both of us were pre- would've definitely learnt something new from each other, so it's a winpared speakers. And you usually remember a speaker by his or her speech. win.
And a speech is remembered if it has a specific purpose. And unfortunately, none of us were at that stage in our Toastmaster journey to know Q. How has Toastmasters influenced your lives in maturing as a couor incorporate that aspect in our speeches. Today we find it hard to recall ple?
anything about those speeches we delivered.
A. Sugandh: I started dating Taskeen after I became a DTM. That was one
Q. What followed next after your first meeting?
A. We were friends for 3 years before we started dating. And we dated for
3 years before we got married. And I think it'll take us 3 more years to
understand why! An inter-religion marriage comes with it's own challenges. It was a roller-coaster ride since the time we decided to get married to the point we did. It seemed scary back then, but now when we tell
our friends about it, we sound pretty badass. So, yeah, that makes it all
worth it.
Q. Did you'll raise a toast at your wedding with a Toastmaster speech?
A. We spoke the least during our wedding, forget a toast. Our 7-day wedding ritual was more of a 'lets get it done with and come out alive' mission.
So, the only Toastmaster-like thing about our wedding was that we had
one specific purpose—to get married (*smiles*).
Q. Get ready for a round of rapid fire.
1. What is the one quality you admire about him/her?
Taskeen: He is cool.
Sugandh: She is hot.
2. What is the one quality you wish to improve or change in him/her?

of the dating requirements back then. On a serious note, Taskeen is someone I look up to as a speaker and a person. Someday, I wish I would learn
to work as hard as she does, but sometimes I think my laziness plays an
important role in giving our relationship the perfect balance.
Toastmasters, or any activity in general, that we are involved in together,
like our YouTube channel, The Urban Fight, makes us a team. We face
challenges, we have arguments, we work together, and that really helps us
understand and admire each other more.
Q. Tell us something more about The Urban Fight.
A. The idea of The Urban Fight, came to one of us, while working out in
the gym. Our plan is to make the world, healthier and fitter, one video at a
time. And we plan on starting by first removing the fitness myths surrounding the industry which involves guys flaunting bulky biceps and calling that fitness. We believe that health is a combination of stamina, flexibility, a healthy heart, and a peaceful mind and that's what we promote
through our channel. Like Toastmasters, we consider our video audience
time to be just as important as our stage audience time. So we respect that
and work on our script and editing to the best of our abilities.
Q. What's your piece of advice for Toastmasters who are seeking their
soul-mate in a Toastmasters club.
A. If you are on a look-out for it, it will never find you. Play it cool.
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F ro m A ro u n d T h e Wo r l d
Show Love To Your Community
People join a community because they love the value of
shared experiences. I was no different. I joined Toastmasters
six years ago because I knew that I could learn and develop
my communication and leadership skills through active participation in the meeting. What captivated me the most was
the members, people who had various talents, and were willing to share their knowledge and talent with other Toastmasters. Members such as these are the incarnation of the values
of Toastmasters. Then how can we build good relationships
with other members? If you want to build a healthy relationship with a club and its members, please remember a few
things to keep your members feeling loved and appreciated.
Listen to your members
“Be a good listener.” You might have received this advice
from your parents thousands of times when you were young.
People like to talk about their opinion and thoughts, but we
may have difficulties concentrating on what they are saying.
Bryant H. McGill once said that “One of the most sincere
forms of respect is actually listening to what another has to
say.” Being a good listener is the first step to show your love
and appreciation toward your fellow members. Maybe that’s
the reason Listening is the first project in the Competent
Leadership Manual.
Be patient
In any kind of community, people occasionally misunderstand each other and feel frustrated by what they do and
receive. Sometimes your goodwill can be misconstrued as an irritating action. It’s obvious, because we all are different. Whenever you are faced with any disagreement, it is critical to step back, and put yourself in the other’s shoes.
Patience is the key in any dispute, and everyone will appreciate your patience. One way I keep patient is by telling
myself that, “We all love Toastmasters, but the way that we show that love can be different.”
Always remember to say “Thank You.”
We all love helping and supporting our family and friends without any expectations. Sometimes we just feel thankful for them without saying any words. However, Gladys Bronwyn Stern pointed out that “Silent gratitude isn’t
much use to anyone.” It’s important to recognize others publicly. If we can recognize them for what they did for us
on a big stage, it would be the best. But the more important thing is a personal message. Whenever you get support from your members, please say “Thank you” to show your appreciation and love. Those small words will foster
a strong bond between members.
I truly believe that we can only improve and achieve our goals with the help of our members and community-atlarge. These are a few small things you can do to show your appreciation and love toward your members and community. I hope my tips will help to build better relations with your beloved members and community. I would like
to take this chance to express my thanks to Toastmasters in District 98 for this opportunity, and for your support.
Together we can create a stronger community and a better world.
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A Wo rd W i t h : S u d h a r a k O l w e
A brief talk with this talented artist reveals him to be
every bit genius, confounding, and heartbreakingly
soulful as the picture he takes. Sudharak Olwe, a distinguished Mumbai-based photojournalist and 2016
Padma Shri awardee, has produced a deep archive of
pictures that take us into the vagaries of the invisible
world of Conservancy Workers. Sudharak recounts
his photographic experiences for us in the below excerpts:
Q. What has been your inspiration in capturing images of such high sensory tenor from the life of conservancy workers?
Sudharak Olwe
A Could you imagine the struggles of a pregnant lady
walking 12 kms to the hospital, or those working as
sweepers and cleaners, silently clearing the mess we Q. Any word of advice for aspiring photographers?
produce from the gutters in our localities?
A. Work selflessly. It makes you a better person and is
I’m intrigued by their world. I feel their space. Photo- rewarding to your mental and physical health too! If you
graphing their lives helps me show people the unseen are keen on specializing, I would advise you to pick a
parts of their world. My work on women violence and subject that is close to your heart. Our country is so vast
domestic violence has helped me emphasize the grave- that even a topic covered in the past can be represented
ness of these issues in our country. Part of what pleases anew. Start a school, mingle with the slum children, walk
me in my photography is when my pictures help these through the lanes of the red-light areas, strive toward
social issues come to light and reach people in the most keeping your own surroundings garbage free; there is
accessible ways.
nothing that stops you. Awards may or may not come
your way, they are in no way a representation of your
Q. How did your journey begin?
success. The work satisfaction you derive from working
A. I worked as a press photographer covering scenes for with people is your cue of finding your calling. It will give
a fire alarm, a shoot-out, a politician or celebrity visit for you the most peaceful night of sleep.
a good decade. In 2000, I realized I had something more
Q. What are your upcoming projects?
to do. And that my camera could show more than what
we all saw or liked to see. Many discouraged my move, A. I want to improve the impression of our photograsome even thought I’d miserably fail in creating any in- phers community such that they all receive encourageterest through my pictures. But an unknown faith in my ment to exhibit their work, publish their books, and even
art guided me to pursue the project. And as luck may maybe participate in international competitions.
have it, Shri Ratan Tataji happened to come across one
Q. You delivered one of the most impressive TEDx
of my works and invited me to cover the stories for his
talks in 2015 encompassing your journey. Do you
labor workforce. Hoping to instill respect and acknowlhave any tips to offer our community of Toastmasedgement for the work of these labor, I happily emters?
barked on that project and the rest as they say is history.
My work got more visibility and triggered action in ways A. Being passionate about your work helps and so does
I could never imagine.
practicing your speech. There has to be a sense of discipline. I remember being very nervous before I went up
Q. What were your first thoughts on receiving the
on the stage wondering whether I will be able to pull it
highest civilian honor, The Padma Shri, for your
off. But everybody from the team kept encouraging me
work?
and I rigorously practiced my talk for three months, givA. I was in Germany when my family received a call at ing it my heart and soul. I was overwhelmed when the
our home landline from the Ministry of Home Affairs. audience honored me with a standing ovation. People
Initially, we thought that somebody is playing a prank. waited for me backstage with tears in their eyes to conBecause neither had I expressed a desire nor had I sub- gratulate my journey and my performance.
mitted any application. It just happened.
Friends, my only advice to you is—strive to be a better
I still believe I’m an ordinary photographer, and this human being; the rest life will take care of itself.
honor belongs to my fellow photographers, the people,
Communicate 98 thanks Sudharak for giving us an
and the entire state of Maharashtra.
insight into his inspiring world.
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B e y o n d To a s t m a s t e r s
Love Conquers All
Every once in a while, in the midst of an ordinary life,
the urge to do something different crosses our paths,
and gives us the gratification for a lifetime. But how
much do we really engage ourselves in what’s truly
realistic and important in life?
Recently, I organized a visit to a prison, where a
group of 15 friends accompanied me to spend some
quality time with the inmates of the Colvale Jail, Goa.
As this was our maiden visit, we all had confused
thoughts about visiting the place. Especially when we
encountered an inmate at the first gate being taken
for interrogation, rudely retorting “Don’t touch me,
man!”

Syona Fernandes

The inmates have now constructed their own prison
with bars of self-will, self-determination, and selfindulgence as a means to get away from the guilt;
exhibiting their talents, by cooking for visitors in the
canteen facilities, painting in their spare time, engagHowever, after completing the formalities, we were ing in wax-works and so on.
led to a well-decorated hall. As we waited for all the
inmates to take their seats, due to our preconceived We were all very content with ourselves; spending
perception that ‘Once a criminal, always a criminal’, time, listening, and interacting with them. An evening
we assumed that their expressions were that of an- indeed to be cherished. After this experience, there is
ger. But as we got a chance to interact with them, we one thing I can tell you for sure—it is easier to visit
realized that although they were captives of their someone in prison than to go to prison.
own identities, they were full of life and energy. That
is when I understood that if we take the time to care By Syona Fernandes
for people, we can, in fact, transform the whole com- ICG Toastmasters Club, Goa
munity. You never know whose life you can change,
by simply showing them, that you care and love.
We sang Konkani mando and dulpods and engaged
the inmates in singing, clapping, and whistling. We
then grouped them into four batches and played
games, had a laughter competition, followed by
dumb charades. Some of the talented inmates even
entertained us with live music.
We were indeed overwhelmed, and truth was revealed that these inmates were not dreadful and
heartless. Though they carry a shadow of shame, they
still convey a message of hope—that one should not
settle for a life, less than what one is capable of living. The desire for freedom resides in every human
heart. And that desire cannot be contained forever
within prison walls. Over time, freedom will find a
way to express.
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The District Feed

PM

Samarthya, a Communication and Leadership workshop series
was conducted by Club Growth Director, Ravi Teja, in Vadodara
on March 4, and was well received by the eager learners.

Before March 31, 2017
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To p of t h e M o n t h
February The Love Quest Contest Winners
Azizollah Jowkar, Secunderabad Toastmasters Club, Hyderabad

“Love is like the wind that caresses the trees on a warm spring morning. Love is what
you want it to be or it is nothing at all.”
Mukta Nadkar, Deccan Toastmasters Club, Pune

“Love is doing household chores happily, day after day, without complaining.”

Winners of the contest will receive customized District 98 goodies within a fortnight!
We thank all our contributors of the February contest for their overwhelming participation.

District 98 Congratulates TM Haleemunnisa
Fatima from Mumbai Toastmasters Club for
producing the Best Creative of the Month.

While the rest of the District cheered for their club champions, we discovered these enthusiastic leaders championing the Eloquence 2017
promotions in their own signature style! Huge shout-out to Umesh Padnabha, Ashley Lobo, and Vinay Mhambre for taking Mumbai’s maximum
madness to Goa!
Experience the thrilling craze of Eloquence 2017 by reserving your space here.

District 98 Sends You Birthday Bumps!
Feb 7

Colin Coelho

Feb 25 Reeba George

Area Director, G2
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T h e C o m m u n ic a t e 9 8 Te a m

Meenal Bale
Content Designer, Goa

Arun Mishra
Content Designer, Pune

Isha Verma
Content Designer, Mumbai

Dhiraj Nimbalkar
Community Manager, Pune

Somnath Bhattacharjee
District Webmaster

Pooja Vijay Kumar

Nishant Mehta

Communicate 98 Editor

Community Manager, Mumbai

Aashirvad Khatanhar
Creative Director
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Wa s s u p !
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d98tm.in
@d98tm

@dist98

Tell us what you think about
our latest issue. Drop us a line
of feedback here.

Coming Soon—Paint
Disclaimer: Although great care has been taken in the compilation of content in this issue, we apologize for any inadvertent
errors or omissions. The newsletter contains individual views and opinions of contributors; District 98, the District Director, or
the Editor may not subscribe to the same views. You may report errors or omissions, or offer any suggestions to editor@d98tm.in.
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